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       Work is hard. Distractions are plentiful. And time is short. 
~Adam Hochschild

Growing inequality is a huge problem, and of course is intimately
connected to xenophobia and racism. 
~Adam Hochschild

The first World War in so many ways shaped the 20th century and
really remade our world for the worse. 
~Adam Hochschild

A pioneer in this genre [ writing about the refugee crisis] : the book A
Seventh Man, by the great John Berger, decades ago evoked the lives
of migrant workers in Europe. 
~Adam Hochschild

Even [Ernst] Hemingway, perhaps the most intentionally non-political of
American writers, became passionately partisan during the Spanish
Civil War. 
~Adam Hochschild

No international court can ever substitute for a working national justice
system. Or for a society at piece. 
~Adam Hochschild

Newt Gingrich seldom misses a chance to note that he is a historian. 
~Adam Hochschild

I think writers can respond by writing about the refugee crisis, by
looking at problems faced by migrants, by trying hard to portray them
as the human beings that they are. 
~Adam Hochschild

It sure is a rising tide, and we have a particularly nasty exemplar of it in
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the U.S., in Donald Trump. 
~Adam Hochschild

I'm after a snake and please God I'll scotch it. 
~Adam Hochschild

Ronald Reagan perfected the subtler version long ago by talking about
"welfare mothers" - a code phrase for people of colour. 
~Adam Hochschild

I think one thing writers can do is point out that you don't have to say
openly racist things, like [Donald] Trump, to be a racist or a xenophobe.

~Adam Hochschild

I can certainly sympathize with writers who don't want to put
themselves or their loved ones at risk. 
~Adam Hochschild
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